
Cosmetology- demonstration
Roller set and comb out 

Objectives:
To demonstrate a style and volume with rollers using on base, ½ base and off 
base techniques, how to pin a volume roller and a comb out procedure

  
Equipment:
Rollers of various sizes made from plastic, styling lotion, 12 clips (double prong), 
2 rat-tail combs, wide tooth comb, brush, 4 towels, 2 clips, cape, mannequin 
head, stand, shampoo and conditioner

Teaching aid; supplies

Facility; classroom

References; milady’s
Standard cosmetology ch. 12

Notes to educator; up to 50 minutes

Learning motivation; 
To demonstrate how to use the roller set technique to create volume

Activities for lesson;
1. Wash hands with soap and warm water
2. Perform the client consultation and hair analysis
3. Drape client for a shampoo service (how to drape)
4. Shampoo client’s hair and condition if necessary. Towel-dry the hair (dampen 
hair when needed with water bottle)
If you accidentally spill water on the floor and your client slips, what do you do?
  You would help the client up and make sure they are okay. Then wipe up the 
water spill.
5. Bring the client back to your chair, remove any tangles with a wide-tooth 
comb, starting at the ends and working up to the scalp.
6. Comb the hair in the direction of the setting pattern. Shaping may be used to 
accent the design
7.Start at the front hairline part off the same length and width off the roller 
8.Choose the type of base according to the volume, talk about the base(on, ½ 
base, off) On base will give more volume at the scalp, ½ base will give ½ the 
volume at the scalp and off base will give the least amount of volume on the 
scalp.
9. Apply styling lotion to the hair, comb the hair out from the scalp to the ends 



using the fine teeth of the comb
10. Repeat several times to make sure the hair is smooth
11. Hold the hair with tension between the thumb and middle finger of the left 
hand
12. Place the roller below the thumb of the left hand 
13. Do not bring the hair to the end of the roller.
14. Do not bring together the ends of the hair.
15. Wrap the ends of the hair around the roller until the hair catches and does 
not release
16. Place the thumbs over the ends of the roller and roll the hair firmly to the 
scalp
17. Clip the roller securely to the scalp hair 
18. Roll a volume curl and pin accordingly
19. Place client under a hood dryer
20. Set the temperature that is comfortable for the client
21. When the hair is dry, allow to cool, and then remove rollers
22. Comb out and style the hair as desired
23. Backcombing and back brushing is the best way to lift and increase volume 
as well as to remove indentations caused by the roller
24. Back combing also called teasing, ratting, matting, or french lacing involves 
combing small sections of hair from the end toward the scalp causing shorter 
hair to mat at the scalp and form a cushion or base
25. Back brushing also called ruffing, is used to build a soft cushion or mesh two 
or more curl patterns together for a uniform and smooth comb out.
26. I will demonstrate the two comb outs 

Criteria;
Make sure the hair is wrapped smoothly on each roller and that the hair is 
completely dry and cooled down before rollers are removed, otherwise the curl 
will fall.  You will know if you have done an accurate roller set if the curl matches 
the size of the roller and if the curl is consistent with your wrapping technique.

Clean up and sanitation;
Place the cape in the appropriate hamper for laundering
Thoroughly remove hair from brushes and combs, wash with hot soapy water 
and immerse in a disinfect for 10 min.
Wash rollers, clips and picks with hot soapy water and immerse in a disinfectant 
for 10 min.
Sanitize workstation
Wash hands with soap and warm water

Summary:
We have just demonstrated how to use volume with rollers using on base, ½ 
base and off base techniques, a volume curl and a comb out procedure for 
styling your roller set.



Follow up assignment; read chapter 12  

Evaluation procedure; test
 
Q. For medium volume, what base would you use?
A. Half base

Q. What determines the volume of the curl?
A. Where the curl sits on the base

Q. What types of clips are used?
A. Double prong


